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Navon Jobs is a foreign workforce

recruitment and placement company

for employers in the international

market, aiming to connect human

potential to business power and needs

on a global scale.
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About Navon Jobs

8 recruitment countries

+5000 placed employees

+100 satisfied customers

https://navonjobs.com

https://navonjobs.com/


Navon Jobs started operating in
Romania, serving Romanian
employers who needed Asian labour
for their companies.

Our team successfully integrated the
best candidates for Romanian
businesses from Sri Lanka, Nepal,
Vietnam, Pakistan, Sudan, Brazil,
India, and Bangladesh.

Work sectors such as agriculture, food
delivery, construction, hospitality,
food industry and many more were
served by Asian workers.
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About Navon Jobs



Navon Jobs has recruited more than

5000 foreign workers since the

beginning of the activity.
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About Navon Jobs



Romania

India
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Partner countries

Bangladesh

Sri Lanka

Brazil

VietnamSudan Nepal

Pakistan

Bulgaria

Poland Czech Republic

Hungary Portugal

Republic of Moldova

Cyprus

Philippines

Sweden Austria GermanyNetherlands

Ireland Denmark United KingdomNorway

Malta Croatia Serbia
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Workers upon arrival in Romania
We take care of all the necessary documents for
bringing the workers to the country, meet them
at the airport and introduce them to the country's
culture.
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Many Asian workers recruited by Navon Jobs now work
in Romania in factories, bakeries, construction sites, and
the country's giant hypermarkets.
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Our mission

Bring creative solutions to the

international business sector and

help with employment shortages.

Our vission
We aim to become a Global market

leader and partner in innovative

workforce solutions and services

by helping the international

market grow.



100% Viable solutions
To fulfill our mission of providing

viable solutions for the labor market

in Romania, we decided to recruit

Asian and foreign staff from countries

such as Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Nepal,

Vietnam, India, Bangladesh, Sudan

and Brazil. All our candidates are

chosen after a rigorous and

professional selection process to

which future employers also

contribute during live interviews.
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What defines us
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Quality Guarantee
The listing and selection process is

one of the critical milestones of our

business. We do candidate quality

assurance to ensure that all

candidates are the right fit based on

the required skills. 

Because we are committed to being

part of your success story, our staff is

trained and experienced to ensure that

customer concerns are taken seriously

and addressed fairly.

What defines us
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Why us?

Selection of candidates
The selection process is one of the key

milestones of our business. We ensure

the quality and suitability of

candidates, with consistent standards

and professionalism, depending on

the required skills.

Professionalism
We provide the best service while

maintaining professionalism, ethical

business practices, and prompt

communication.
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Criminal record check
We use top credit checking agencies to

complete criminal background checks

on all our candidates.

Recruitment efficiency
We have an efficient recruitment

system, all to ensure that our client's

requirements are met with the utmost

rigour in the shortest possible time.

Why us?



Agriculture

Construction

Mining

Oil & gas production
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Recruitment areas

Assistance

Babysitting

Horeca Textile industry

Commerce

IT

Engineering

Transport Delivery services Financial services

Food industry



Apply online

Candidates start 
working
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Recruitment stages

We contact you

Select candidates Start collaboration

Deal candidates



We have expanded on the European

level, establishing Navon Jobs

Europe, which serves employers from

Sweden, Denmark, Ireland, the

United Kingdom, Norway, Austria,

Netherlands, and Germany.

https://europe.navonjobs.com
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Navon Jobs Europe

Denmark

Sweden

Germany

Austria

Netherlands

United Kingdom

Bulgaria PolandRomania

https://europe.navonjobs.com/


The countries from where we recruit

the labour force are Bulgaria,

Romania, and Poland.

We ensure that both the client who

uses our services is satisfied and the

recruited workers are satisfied with

the conditions of the new job.

https://europe.navonjobs.com
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Navon Jobs Europe

https://europe.navonjobs.com/


We cater to the recruitment process

for agencies looking for skilled and

unskilled workers in Europe. All

foreign staff recruitment processes

will take place according to

established procedures together with

the employers so that they will always

be aware of all the activities that are

carried out. 

Our team consists of professionals

with extensive experience in the field

of human resources.

https://europe.navonjobs.com
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Navon Jobs Europe

https://europe.navonjobs.com/


Agriculture

Construction
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Recruitment areas

Healthcare

Logistics

Technical



Navon Jobs also has a branch in Dubai,

operating a complete service of recruiting

and placing candidates from various

nations living and working in Dubai to

Romania and other European countries.
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Navon Jobs in Dubai

https://dubai.navonjobs.com

https://dubai.navonjobs.com/


Since 2022, Navon Jobs expanded and now

operates in Bangladesh with an office in

Dhaka. For any citizen in Bangladesh

looking for a job abroad, Navon Jobs has

opened its doors to offer job opportunities

and support for those seeking it.
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https://bangladesh.navonjobs.com

Navon Jobs in Bangladesh

https://bangladesh.navonjobs.com/


Agriculture

Construction
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Recruitment areas

Babysitting

Textile industry

Transport

Delivery services Food industry

Factories



"I represent Navon Jobs, a company dedicated to recruiting Asian
workers who serve all businesses needing labor. We aim to be the
next world leader in innovative workforce solutions as we have
extensive experience recruiting Asian workers and solving the lack
of labor in Romania. 

Everything we do at Navon Jobs is based on professionalism and
quality. We offer the most modern recruitment system developed
and updated to ensure that our client's requirements are met
quickly, with the utmost strictness. 

At Navon Jobs, we review CVs, conduct interviews, and verify police
authorizations, skills assessments, and travel documentation. 
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We have the knowledge and experience to
discover dedicated, honest, reliable, and hard-
working staff for various companies. 

We hope to establish long-term
beneficial business relationships with
your enterprise."

CEO

We want to distinguish ourselves by offering
our valued customers the most competent
outsourcing services. We continue to provide
the best customer service, professional
values, ethics, and integrity. 

Georgiana Mart - CEO & Founder 



If you are a workforce recruitment

agency, we can collaborate with you to

offer your clients the most skilled

workers. 

We provide viable solutions and

dedicated agents for your company

goals. We can set higher standards for

the recruitment industry through

professionalism and dedication.

Become our partner!
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Ready for partnership?
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Our socials

https://www.facebook.com/navonjobs

https://www.instagram.com/navonjobs_romania/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/navonjobs/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAoXwPur8r0uavidkiFdmsw/
https://navonjobs.com

Navon Jobs Romania

Navon Jobs Europe

https://europe.navonjobs.com

https://www.facebook.com/navonjobs.eu

Navon Jobs Dubai
https://www.facebook.com/navonjobsdubai/

https://www.instagram.com/navonjobs_dubai/

https://dubai.navonjobs.com

Navon Jobs Bangladesh
https://www.facebook.com/navonjobsbangladesh
https://www.instagram.com/navonjobs_bangladesh/
https://bangladesh.navonjobs.com

https://www.facebook.com/navonjobs
https://www.instagram.com/navonjobs_romania/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/navonjobs/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAoXwPur8r0uavidkiFdmsw/
https://navonjobs.com/
https://europe.navonjobs.com/
https://www.facebook.com/navonjobs.eu
https://www.facebook.com/navonjobsdubai/
https://www.instagram.com/navonjobs_dubai/
https://dubai.navonjobs.com/
https://www.facebook.com/navonjobsbangladesh
https://www.instagram.com/navonjobs_bangladesh/
https://bangladesh.navonjobs.com/
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Offices

Navon Jobs Romania

Headquarters
Romania, Roman, Tirului 3 Street,
Postal Code 617135
Email: contact@navonjobs.com
Phone: +40 768 114 754
Website: https://navonjobs.com
Monday - Friday: 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Branch
Romania, Bucharest, Corneliu Coposu 6, 
Postal Code 030167
Email: contact@navonjobs.com
Phone: +40 768 114 754
Website: https://navonjobs.com
Monday - Friday: 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

https://navonjobs.com/
https://navonjobs.com/
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Offices

Navon Jobs Dubai

Branch

United Arab Emirates, Dubai, Conrad

Business Tower, Floor 9, Office B03,

Postal Code 33304

Mail: contact.dubai@navonjobs.com /

jobs.dubai@navonjobs.com /

candidates.dubai@navonjobs.com

Phone: +(971) 55 601 8213, +(971) 052

488 7215, +(971) 52 427 7678, +(971) 04

260 7809

Website: https://dubai.navonjobs.com

Daily - 09:00 AM - 9:00 PM

https://dubai.navonjobs.com/
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Offices

Navon Jobs Bangladesh
Branch

Bangladesh, Dhaka, Mirpur Tower, 12th

Floor, Postal Code 1216 

Mail: contact.bangladesh@navonjobs.com

/ jobs.dubai@navonjobs.com /

candidates.dubai@navonjobs.com

Phone: +(971) 52 427 7678 - Sales, +(880)

16 0259 1706, +(971) 052 488 7215

Website:

https://bangladesh.navonjobs.com

Saturday-Thursday: 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM

https://bangladesh.navonjobs.com/
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Let's do business together!

Phone: +40 768 114 754 / +971 55 601
8213 / +971 052 488 7215, +971 52 427
7678

Mail: contact@navonjobs.com
contact.dubai@navonjobs.com
contact.bangladesh@navonjobs.com

Website: https://navonjobs.com

https://navonjobs.com/

